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CHAPTER XXXIV.

THE GROWTH OF TORONTO CHILDREN.

By Franz Boas.

INTRODUCTION.

In 1891, when active preparations for the World's Columbian Exposition were
being made, Prof. F. W . Putnam, curator of the Peabody Museum of American
Archaeology and Ethnography, and chief of the Dopartment of Anthropology of

the Exposition, placed n)e in charge of the section of Physical Anthropology.
At an early time during the preparation of the exhibits we agreed upon a plan to
represent as fully as jjossiblo the growth and the development of American chil-

dren. Valuable material was available, but it seemed desirable to extend the inves-
tigations over regions in which heretofore no observations had been collected.

I submitted our plans to Mr. James Hughes, superintendent of public schools in
Toronto, Ontario, and to Prof. Earl Barnes, of Leland Stanford Junior Univer-
sity. Through tlie interesl^ taken by these gentlemen I have been enabled to
obtain series of measurements of the school children of Toronto and of Oakland,
Cal. The former series was taken under the supervision of Dr. Alexander F.
Chamberlain, the latter under the direction of Prof. Earl Barnes. In both of
these series the same plan, excepting details, was followed.
In the following pages I intend to ju'esent some of the results of our investiga-

tions upon the children of Toronto, together with a few general statements which
the treatment of the material and a study of the questions involved suggest.
Since in previous investigations the influence of sex, of occupation of parents,

and of descent had been studied, it seemed desirable to investigate the influence
of other v^HUses. I selected for this purpose the influence of the order of birth,
i. e., the question whether first-born children have a development different from
that of later -born children.
The blank on which the observations were recorded was drawn tip so as to

cover not only this point, but also the influence of nationality and occupation
of the parents—facts which it was necessary to note in order to determine their
influence on the ciuestiona to be investigated. Blue blanks were used for females,
white blanks for males. Here is a copy of both sides of the blank:

[Front]

FEMALE.
Record nil lineftr mciiHuromeuts at nearest oontimetor; all wolKlitH at nonrost iiound.

No. (name in full).
Obflorver (numn in I'nll).

Place of observation.
School.
Date of observation.
Arh; years, months.
place of bfrtli.

Nationality of lathers father.
Nationality of fatlifrs mother.
Nationality of mother's lather.
Nationality of motlier's mother.
Ploco of birth of father.

(City and State or country.)
Phuw of birth of mother.

(City and State or country.)
Occupation of fatlier:

Attimeof .•hild'Hl)lrlh;
At time of oli^iervation.

Residence.
Number ntid ages of livliiK brothers.
Nuni)>er and aKes of livintf sisters.
Nnnil>er of deceased l)rotlierH.
Number of deceased ulsters.

Bom cliild of motlier.
(State whether first, second, thirtl •

child, etc,

)

1541

Eyes;

Stature without shoes.
FiuKcr-reach.

,

Height, sitting.
Weight: i)oundR.
Hair: Black, brown, red, golden, fair, gray.

( If gray, record also the original color, If

jiossible.

)

Ulaclf, brown.
Hazel, gray, blue.

Ability:

The following mea«iurement8 to \w taken by
special oliHfirvorH only.

Length of h(>ad.
Breadth of liead.
Breadth of face. •
Height of face A.
Boiglit of face B.
Breadth of hand,
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[Back.]

EXPLANATION OF MEASUREMENTS.

1. Ilri'tjht .f/foif/ni!?.—Let the person fitand clo.io to tlio wall in front of the moasurinc rod. His
liocls niiist 1)0 closo togothor, touching tho wall, and ho must .stand perfectly straiRiit, looking
straight ahead without raising or dropping tho chin, tho head touching the wall. Read off tho
height (if tho crown of the head by means of the triangle, pressing- one side against the rod, tho
other against the ci'own of tho head.

a. lli'iijht siHinq.—Vwt n low, level seat Cfor instance, a small wooden box) in front of tho meas-
uring rod. Let the person sit on it so that his knees are about 5 inches higher than the seat,
whic-li i.s accomplished by making the seat sufticiontly low, or by using a footstool. Let tho per-
son .sit far back, closo to tho wall, keening his back erect against tho wall. Ho must look straight
ahead without raising or dropi)ing tno chin, tho head touching tho wall. Give tho heights of
tho seat and of tho crown of tho head.

3. /•Vii.f/ci--irf(c/i.—Lot tho person touch a vortical iiost or wall with tho .second finger of one
hand, and stretch along the measuring roil as far as lie can roach. The rod must bo hold hori-
zontally at right angles to tho wall, in front of the body, along tho uk dian line of tho arms.
Lot tho person make the greatest possible efforts in stretching out his arms bofoi'o you read off

tho figures.
4. The weight is to be taken in ordinary indoor costume.

• The instrument used was a rod divided into 210 centimeters.' The index arm
was a separate piece, consisting of a wooden angle, the sides of which were long
enonsrh to insure perfect contact with the measuring rod and with the crown of
the head of the person being measured. The head measurements were taken by
carefully trained observers; the others by the teachers. The personal data were
given by .':he parents of the cJiildren. Owing to the peculiar social conditions
previiiling in Toronto, certain groups of the population are represented by very
few individuals. Tliis is true particularly in regard to the French popiilation, the
greater part of whose children seem to attend the parochial schools. There are
also very few children of the professional classes included in our material.
Tho success of the collection of measurements is largely duo to the assistance

extei ded by Mr. James Hughes, and to the lively interest on the part of the teach-
ers who undertook the arduous task of obtaining the necessary information from
the parents, and who took many of the measurements. To all of them my thanks
are due. I have also to thank Dr. Alexander F. Chamberlain for the eflflcient

management of the whole undertaking.

THE METHODS OF TREATING STATISTICS OF GROWTH.
' Tlio treatment of anthropometrical observations, particularly of growing chil-

dren, offers peculiar difficulties. During the past years a vast number of observa-
tions referring to the growth of children have been accumulated. The method of
treating the results of such observations has largely been a comparison of averages
and of the fre(iuency of occurrence of measurements between certain limits; for
instance, frequency of occurrence of statures from inch to inch or of weights from
pound to pound. It is generally assumed that these figures express immediately
the physiological facts relating to growth.
In almost all cases the observations have been tal^en onlj' once, and on a great

number of individuals, not repeatedly through a long number of years on the
same individuals. For this reason the series, when arranged according to years,
will not bo homogeneous. The younger gi-oups contain many individuals who
will not reach the adult stage, while tho older classes contain only low individuals
who will die before becoming aditlts. When we assume the whole series to lie

homogeneous, wo imply that the vahie of the measurimeut under consideration
has no relation to the liability to die at a certain age, which assumption seems to
be very doubtful. Without considering details, it would seem very likely that
individuals far remote from the average, who show either too small or too large
measurements, approach the limits between pathological and physiological varia-
tion, and are therefore more likely to die. This would imply a greater variabilitv
of the measurements of deceased individuals of a certain age than of living indi-
viduals of the same ago. The series of living individuals of all ages can be equally
constituted only when the measurements of tho living and of the deceased show
the same values. This fact has already been pointed out by H. Wcstergaard."

'J^here are a few series of observations which seem to make the identity of the
series of measurements of the living and of the deceased individuals of the same
ago very improbable. The most important among those is tho peculiar decrease in
the brain weight in males after the twentieth year. This can hardly bo explained
in any other way than by assuming an increased death-rate among men with very
large brains at an age of about 20 years.

' A contlmotor is nearly 0.4 Inch.
"GrundzUgo dor Thoorie dor Bta+lstik, p. 188.
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Bowditcli and Roberts have shown that, on the average, children of well-to-do
parents are taller and heavier than those of poorer parents. Carlier has shown
tho same phenomenon by proving that a number of children of a certain class,

when brought under more favorable conditions—in his case into a military train-
ing Hcliool—grow more rapidly than the rest, who were left in their former con-
ditionfi. The mortality of children is greater among the poorer classes than
among tlio well-to-do classes. Therefore among the j'oung children a greater
percLUtugo of the individuals measured belongs to the poorer classes, whose cliil-

dren are at tho same time shorter of stature than among the older children. This
fact aficcts luidoubtedly tho averages of measurements collected in our public
schools.

It does not seem unlikely that tho correlation between measurements and mor-
tality is more strongly omphasixed at certain periods than at others. If, for
instance, many individuals of retarded growth should dio during the period of
adolescence, this might give the re;d explanation of the curious overlapping of
the curves of growth of boys and girls, tho girls between about tho twelfth and
fourteentii years l)eingheavier and taller than boy s of the s:ime age. I am strength-
ened in this opinion by tho observation, made by Dr. G. !M. West, that the extent of
this period and the amount of overlapping are the smaller the more favorable tho
conditions under which tho individuals live. It would bo interesting in thisconnec-
tion to study tho curves of growth of a people which lias a very high death-rate
among young children.'

Social causes are apt to introduce other complications which restrict the com-
parability of the results. The poorer classes do not send their children to school
as long aiid as ret'tilarly as the well-to-do; conseiiuently their proportionate num-
beramongtheschool children decreases steadily, and this changing composition of
the series must afi«>rt the results of tho measurements.
Tho state of h( aUh of the children also affects the series, particiilarly during

tho first and last years. Weak children will be sent to school later than strong
children, and the teachers will be inclined not to promote them as rapidly as
strong children, so that the oldest school children will include an undue propor-
tion, not only of those who ai*e dull, but also of those who have been of weak
health during a portion of their life.

For all these reasons, investigations bised on single observations of children of
various ages do not give us results which can be considered to indicate with the
highest accuracy attainable the processes of human growth. The series for the
various yeai's dilTer in composition, an., tho physiological constants are therefore
modified to a greater or less extent by a variety of disturbing factors. In order
to obtain the physiological results with the greatest accuracy, the material upon
which wo base our studies must be made homogeneous. This can be accomplished
in two ways. A very largo number of children may be measured once; and j-ear
after year those who dio and those who on account of social reasons are removed
from the field of observation must be eliminated from tho list. When all have
become adults, the remaining individuals and those who dropped out for various
reasons must bo treated separately. But the best way would be to take measure-
ments of a large .series of children at stated intervals, as in this manner the fullest
infornuition on tho manner of growth will l)e given, and as these repeated meas-
urements furnish all the necessary material for subdividing the series so that each
division will be homogeneous.
These limitations must bo borno in mind in interpreting results of a single sot

of observations on children of various ages, or, to use Hertel's term, in interpreting
results obtained by tho generalizing method.

Besides this, certain corrections must l)e made which heretofore have not received
sufficient attention. The number of children of various ages who have been meas-
ured is not equal. All tho series begin with comparatively few children. The num-
ber increases from year to year until, beginning with the tenth or eleventh year, it

decreases again. Tho change of numbers is not equal in tho two sexes. It follows,
from this fact, that among 0-year-old children, for instance, there are in the
measured series more of the ageof yearsand 1 1 months than of years exactly ; and
that, on the ether hand, among the 1 Ti-year-old children there are more of tho age of
15 years exactly than of 15 years and It months. In treating tho various series of
observations, all children between (5 and 7 years, 7 and 8 years, etc. , or all the children
between Oi and 7^ years, etc., have been grouped together and tho series is assumed
to represent the sizes for tho average ages, i. e., 0.5 years, 7.5 years, etc., or, in
the other case, 0, 7, 8 years. On account of tho varying^ frequency of the several
months this is not quite correct. Among the young children the average will be

>I oxpreHsed thoso views first in Selenoo, Vol. XX., p. a^l, Decombor ~:i, 1803.
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a little more than 6. 5,7.5 years, etc. , while among those near the upper limit of age
it will be a little less than 14.5, 15.5 years, etc. I have tabulated the frequencies

of various months for the children of Toronto and obtain the following results:

BOYS.

[Average age expressed in years and months.]

Months.



limit of age
frequencies
ig resalts:

u
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Distrilnttiou of ohHcrvations of the hcUjlit of S-ycav-old (//j'/s—Continued.
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Increase in stature of boys.

Increase
in

centi-
meters.



the ages of-

14 and
15.
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That thoro mnst bo pn interdependence between the rate of growth and the
actual size attained at a certain jieriod can be shown to be a theoretical necessit}%

If the variability of a scries at the age t is /i, and if the variability of the annual
increment d is vi, then, according to the theory of probabilities, the variability at

the age t+ l must be -j/^^ Zjiyu^ if the amount of anniial growth does not depend
upon the size attained at the period t. Observations show that m is small as com-
pared to /I. Observations also show that /t first increases quite rapidly from year
to year, and that at the period jt adolescence it suddenly decreases very rapidly.
It is clear that these phenomena do not agree with the assumption made. Wo
must conclude, therefore, that the amount of annual growth depends upon the
size attained at a certain period.

It is possible to give an approximate value of this relation. If the average of all

measurements for the period t is ^1. that for the period t. is ^1 + (/, where d is the
average amount of growth for the period /,— t. We will consider in what man-
ner a value A -\- d + v in the series of the period

^i
develops 1rom the series of the

period t.

We will suppose that the relation between the actual size of an individual and
the average amount of his annual growth is expressed by the simple relation j

dj.= d -\-ax, where a is a constant.

ik

Furthermore, we will assume that the variability of (?,, is the same for all vahies;

of x. The annual growth of a single individual of the size ^1 -f .r will be, accord-
j

ing to these assumptions, d + ax-j-y, where y expresses the accidental variation,
of the annual increment. The size of the individual at the jeeriod ^j will there-
fore be

A + x + d+ a.v + y= A + d+v.
y= v— x (1-f-a).

The probability of finding the variation .c is

P =. 1

MVUtt
€ "V" d^.

The probability of finding y is

U'm3

[I'-.rl+f']''

^^= m^^'
^ - '^iW

dv

\l+a J

\1
I
o/

The probability of finding r and y combined is

( '' -.rV

P P.. - T.L^ c
" ^^^"^

d,v. dv.

dv.

' y
' fiin2it

r will be obtained for all the values of .»•. Therefore

+ 00

— QO

This value of this integral is

1

v«

V'/<-' (1-fapmV3«
e

atmn-i-a-'+m']
^y^

.
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By ob.servation we find the variability at the period fj— that is, that of r—equals
Therefore

/'

As (I must bf a small value, the positive root only is available, and we have

«=A/"'l~"'ii:'—1-

^ /'^

It follows from this equation that as long as //, is considerably larger than //, a
is positive; when /<^ is smaller than /t, it is always negative. As during the early
years /i increases with age, among young children the small ones are in a period
of retarded growth, while the tall ones are in a period of accelerated growth,
while among older children when /i begins to decrease again the tall ones cease
growing, while the smaller ones grow rapidly.

The values given on page 1.")1'.J for the amount of growth of short and tall children
may be considered as eiiualiag

-30

(l+ a.v)
1

-'VI

It is therefore possible to calculate a from the data contained in the table on
page l.")li). The two series of value.-i show a fairly close agreement, considering the
small number of repeated measurements.

Values of a.
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4

f

ill

The assumption is therefore narrower than the one made above, as a, which we
tried to determine by means of the various data, is here given the arbitrary value

fliHJ^. It will be noticed that for

a will assume the value ^a^Z£. The data'given on pages 1546 and 1547 show that
M

m is so large that it can not be neglected. Therefore the assumption a

can not be true, and we conclude that the average percentile grade of growing
individuals is constantly changing.
The average individual of the measurement A + x at the period t will be at the

period f,

A-\-x-^d-\-ax^=A-\-d-\-x{\-\-a)
XA^d-\-'^Vn VI'

—A+d+xv-s
M

M,. (1)

If the individual remained on the same percentile grade, his measurement would
be

A + d + ^//,. (2)

It will be soen that the deviation (1) is smaller than (2). It follows, therefore,

that the average of all growing individuals who in one year have a certain per-

centile grade will be nearer the general average the following year. This agrees
with the results found by Dr. Henr;y G. Beyer.

'

These facts and considerations have an important bearing upon the theory of

the statistics of growth.'-' When we consider children of a certain age, we find

that they are not all in the same stage of development. Some liave reached a
point just corresponding to their age, while others are a little behind, and still

others a little in advance, of their age. Consequently the values of their measure-
ments will not exactly correspond to those of their age. We may assume that
the difference between their stage of development and that belonging to their
exact age is due to accidental causes, so that the number less developed than the
average of a particular age will be the same as the number of those more devel-
oped; or there will be as many children in a stage of development corresponding
to that of tiieir age i)lus a certain length of time as in a stage corresponding to
that of their age minus a certain length of time.
The number of children who have a certain amount of deviation may be assumed

to be arranged according to the laws of probability, so that tlie average of all the
children will be exactly in the stage of development belonging to their age.
Observations have shown that growth during childhood is (juite regular, and

that it decreases rapidly during the period of adolescence. At this period, when
the rate of growth is decreasing, those children whose growth is retarded will be
more remote from the value belonging to their agc^ than those whose growth is

accelerated. As the numbers above and below tlie average are etiual, those >vith
retarded growth will hav(> a greater influence upon the average than tlmse whose
growth is accelerated; therefoi'o the average of all values of the measurement of
all the children of a certain age will be too low when the rate of gro^vth is decreas-
ing and too high when it is increasi rig.

These (considerations may be expressed in mathematical form as follows:
In the adult the relative freiiuoucy of the variation x from the average value of

the measurement « will generally be expressed by the formula

^+^^;^y2;r"
2mi dx, (1)

whore //, is the measure oF the variability of the series.

'"Tho Growth of Unitod Status Naval Cadets" (Proc. U.S. Naval Instituto, Vol. XXI, No.
2, wholi) No. 74).

"Tho following theory was first published in "Science," Vol. XIX, IHIK}, Moy tl, p. iiMl; May 2(),

p. SHI.
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The value of the measurement belonging to the average of all those individuals
who will finally reach the value .s is, at any given period, a function of that period,

and may be called s,. The value of the measurement at the period t of all those
individuals who will finally reach the stature s-\-x is a function of s, and x, and

may be expressed by f (.s,; .»).

The individuals constituting the adult series will not develop (luite regularly,
but some will be in advance of others. We assume that at any given time these
variations in period will be distributed according to the law of probabilities. The
relative frequency of the variation y from the period under consideration, t, will be
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The probability, therefore, of finding an individual who will finally have the
stature .s + .>•, standing at the period of development t-\-y, and whose measure-

ment is therefore / («< + !/ ; >v) is equal to P, + j- . P( + „: or.

l^/KBi+ y ; a-):
1 2^i'

a 2u.,!i
'>"' div.dy.

(3)

The individuals who will finally have the measurement s + .r, will have at a
period t -f- v/, the same measurement that other individuals who will finally be
s + .>•„ have at the period t -\- y^. Consequently there will be an infinitely large
number of combinations of x and y, which will result in the same value .s-

J- v.

This will be the case whenever

f is, + ,,; x) = s, + v

y= <p{si + v; X)

.

By substituting this value of y in (3), and taking the integral for all values
Ot .1',

4-00
dv

— CO

a-, a </i {St+ i\ xy'

dx.

As an approximation, we may assume

ep (s, -\- v\ x) — 8, + V+ ax -\- hx'K «

The distribution of probabilities about the type will then be asymmetrical. It is

possible to compute from these data the typical values for each year, and at the
place quoted above I have given a method of approximaticm. The latter is, how-
ever, not sufficient. I have disx'egarded values of the order ah and b' in arriving
at the results given. This is, however, not sufficient. By including terms of
higher order it is possible to compute the series more accurately, but the calcula-
tion is so exceedingly long and entails so much labor that I have given it up,
{)articularly as it must be verified by actual observation. It seems more ecouom-
cal to wait until a satisl'actory saries of measurements, taken at annual intervals,

is available.
Dr. H. P. Bowditch ' has called attention to the asymmetry of the curves, which

he expressed by the difl:erence between the probable and average values, llis

observations were corroborated by the study of material collected in St. Louis,
Mo., by Dr. W. T. Porter,' who followed the method laid down by Dr. Bowditch.
In order to gain a better insight into the character of the annual curves I huve

'•ombined all the available American material. Tliis conuiutation was carried out
for me by Dr. G. M. West, according to my instructions. The com^ utations wore
made under his immediate supervision, an<l he is responsible for the preliminary
interpolation, while I made the final combination myself.

' Twenty-Bocond Annunl Roport of tbo Stuto Board of Hualtli of Massaclmsetts, pp. 470 fit.

' TraiiHactionH of tho Aoadoiiiy of Bcieuco of St. Louis, Vol. VI, No. IS, IbW, pp. 1160 ff.
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The method of ijrocedure was the following. Observations are available from
the following six cities: Boston, Milwaukee, tit. Louis, Worcester, Toronto, Oak-
land. These represent a variety of conditions. We may assume that the varia-
tions represented by various cities are due to accidental causes, that is to say, that
when the children in all the towns and cities of the country are measured we expect
to find the results to vary around a certain average, according to the laws of prob-
ability. The type of the total population would embrace statistics of all the indi-

viduals of various ages. Tliose are not available, and we must consider the cities in
which the measurements were taken as representatives of the total population. In
order to unite the material projierly we ought to know how large a portion of the
population is represented by each city. We can not obtain any satisfactory infor-

mation on this point, and the only practicable way of imiting the material seems
to bo to add all the measured individuals, without regard to the varying niuubers
that were measured in each city. This has been done. It was necessary to reduce
the observations that were recorded in inches to centimeters. Similar reductions
were necessary in the tables of weights. This reiiuired a lengthy interpolation.
The St. Louis measurements required an additional interpolation, as the age of
the measured children was recorded at the nearest birthday, while all the otlior

observers cour.ted age from the last birthday. The results of this calculation are
given on pages V)')') and 1500.

It will be noticed that the distribution is rather unexpectedly irregular. I pre-
sume this is due to the fact that observers developed a tendency to round their
observations, so that full inches and the centimeters ending with or 5 (110, IIT),

120, etc.) were given undue preference. It is likely that if this fact had been con-
sidered, the resulting curves would have been smoother.

il
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Frequenciss of statures of Ainorican girls, in percentages.

Height in centi-
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and so many years and no monthswere omitted, because there is a considerable prob-
ability that in many cases of this sort the number of months was not recorded.
For this reason the number of children corresponding to the full years and no
months is too small. It might have been better to group the material as follows:

11, 0, 1 months; 3, 3, 4 months; 5, 6, 7 months; 8, 9, 10 months; but I did not do
so, in order to preserve the comparability with other series which extend over the
whole year. The records of ages show that in order to obtain accurate results

the question ought not to be simply for years and months, butwe should ask for the
age at the last birthday, age at the coming birthday, and the date of the birthdav.
When we simply ask for years and months, the person answering the question will

often first give the age at the nearest birthday, particularly when the approaching
birthday is not far distant, and then add the number of months passed since the
last birthday, thus introducing an error of a whole year. This was noticed to
occur in the Worcester measurements that were repeated after the lapse of a year,

Accuracy can be attained only by the three questions ^iven before.

The following are the tables of statures:

Statures of Toronto boys, groiiped in quarter-year periods.
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Statiwes of Toronto hoys, gro^iped in quarter-year perioas—CowiinweiX.
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tinned. Stahircs of Toronto boys, gvouped in quarter-year periods—Continued.
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Statures of Toronto boys, grouped in quarter-year periods—Concluded.
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Statures of Toronto girls, grouped in quarter-year periods.
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Statures of Toronto givh, groiq)ed in quarter-year jieriods—Continued.
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StaUires of Toronto girls, grouped in qiiarter-year periods—Concluded.
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Statures of Toronto hoys, grouped in one-year periods—Concluclecl.
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>

i
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Statures of Toronto girls, grouped in one-j/ear pen'ods—Concluded.
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STATURES OF OAKLAND GIRLS, IN MILLIMETERS.
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StaUwes of Toronto boys. Age, 5 years.

stature in centi-
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Statures of Toronto hoys. Age, 7 years.

I

stature in
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Staiures of Toronto boys. Age, 6' years.
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Statures of Toronto hoys. Aae, 9 yearn.

Stature in centi-
meters.
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StatiD'cs of Toronto hoys. Aye, 11 years.

i
li

Wtuturo in coiiti-
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Statures of Toronto hoys. Age, 13 years.

stature in centi-
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Statures of Toronto hoys. Aye, lo years.

Statiiro in ccntinjeters.
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Statures of Toronto girls. Age, 5 years.

stature, in centi-
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Statures of Toronto girls. Age, 7 years.

Stature, in centi-
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Statures of Toronto girls. Age, 9 years.

stature in centi-
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Statures of Toronto girls. Aye, 11 years.

Staturo in contlmotors.
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1

i

1
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1
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Statures of Toronto girls. Age, 13 years.

stature in centl-
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Statures of Toronto girls. Age, 15 years.

stature in conti-
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Statures of Toronto girls. Age, 16 years.

stature in centimeters.
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Differences {in millimeters) between average statures of boys and statures of boys

of various orders of birth, and their mean errors (as deduced from the Toronto
observations).

Age in
years.
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Classification of Toronto boys according to age and order of birth.

Again
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dren, etc. In this manner the following table has been obtained, showing the
per cent of mothers having one child, two children, etc.

Num1x;r c* .aiidroii.
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When we group these results so as to equalize the niimber of cases approxi-
mately, treating the three first-bom children separately, forming the fourth group
by combining the fourth and fifth bom children, and including all the later-born
children in one group, we find the following results:

Nationality {in per cent) of yrandpa rents of Toronto girls.

Order of birth.




